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Thermal Grizzly Spatula
for Thermal Paste- 3 Pieces

$2.99

Product Images

Short Description

Thermal Grizzly from Hamburg is a new German brand that has the fight against high temperatures and poor
thermal transport up the cause. The aim is to supply the overclockers scene with powerful thermal
compounds, which are still a weak point - the product portfolio can be but just as well for better and quieter
cooling of gaming computers, use workstations, small form factor PCs and many other purposes. In addition
to higher clock rates allow better cooling and quieter Thermally Conductive a longer life of the components to
be cooled.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

Thermal Grizzly from Hamburg is a new German brand that has the fight against high temperatures and poor
thermal transport up the cause. The aim is to supply the overclockers scene with powerful thermal
compounds, which are still a weak point - the product portfolio can be but just as well for better and quieter
cooling of gaming computers, use workstations, small form factor PCs and many other purposes. In addition
to higher clock rates allow better cooling and quieter Thermally Conductive a longer life of the components to
be cooled.

To achieve these goals, Thermal Grizzly has worked in product development closely related to the famous
Extreme overclockers novel "der8auer" and tested, developed chemical compositions and analyzing
competitors. Now, the first product lines are completed, which are also the highest standards of the
manufacturer and the overclocking community justice.

For optimum conductivity properties of thermal compounds in addition to a powerful paste includes the right
application of the same. In most cases, the thermal grease is delivered in small syringes from which always
can be applied to paste only a drop. With the practical filling of thermal Grizzly this drop can be distributed
easily and efficiently on the entire CPU-head or other heat sink, so that an optimal conductivity is achieved
and your hardware can be optimally cooled.

Specifications

0

Additional Information

Brand Thermal Grizzly

SKU TG-AS-3

Weight 0.2500

Color Black

TIM Type Applicator

Vendor SKU/EAN 0753677507265
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